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Abstract

Fe-doped  alumina (Fe-Al2O3)  materials  with  a  controlled microstructure could  be designed for some special uses such as a  substrate for carbon
nanotube  growth.  In this study,  Fe-doped Al2O3 ceramics with varying degrees  of texture were prepared via Templated  Grain  Growth  method  and
utilized  for carbon nanotube synthesis  by Catalytic Chemical  Vapor  Deposition  in  order to  investigate  how  a-Al2O3 crystal orientation  affects  carbon
nanotube  growth in  polycrystalline  ceramics. The  degree  of  texture increased  with  the Fe content in  the presence of liquid phase.  Three kinds  of
carbon  filaments  (few-wall carbon nanotubes bundles, individual multi-wall  nanotubes  and  carbon  nanofibres)  were  observed over  Fe-doped  Al2O3

ceramics with varying  degrees  of texture depending on the  surface  roughness, crystallographic orientation  and  the size of the  catalyst  nanoparticles.
While  well-textured  substrates with  a  rough  surface led to a  small amount of  randomly oriented  carbon  nanotube bundles, perpendicularly  oriented
individual  multi-wall  nanotubes were  obtained  over relatively smooth single  crystal  a-Al2O3 platelet surfaces  (basal  planes)  which  remained  in
the  matrix  without growing.
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1.  Introduction

Fe-doped alumina (Fe-Al2O3)  ceramics exhibit potential  as
readily available  and relatively  low  cost  catalysts  for  carbon
nanotubes (CNTs)  synthesis.  Peigney et  al.1 have  developed a
catalytic route  for  the in situ formation of CNTs over a  Fe-
Al2O3 powder  by selective  reduction  of  an alumina–hematite
solid solution  powder  in H2–CH4 atmosphere.  This  simple
and scalable  technique  provides  a  very homogeneous  distribu-
tion of  CNTs  in  the CNTs-Fe-Al2O3 nanocomposite  powder,
while avoiding  the  potentially  hazardous  effect  of  handling
free CNTs  in  case  of simple  mixing with the  matrix.  Suvaci
et al.2,3 reported  successful  synthesis of CNTs over  polycrys-
talline Fe-doped  Al2O3 ceramics  by catalytic  chemical  vapor
deposition (CCVD).  The authors reported  that the  size  and den-
sity of the  catalytic  nanoparticles  showed  variations depending
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on the  surface  characteristics2,3;  however,  they  did not give infor-
mation about the  surface  density  of  these  nanoparticles  on the
polycrystalline surface  and did  not  evaluate  whether  there  is
any relationship  between crystallographic  orientation of  grains
and CNTs growth.  Hongo  et al.4 reported that  the single-wall
CNTs (SWNTs)  yield  depends  on the  crystallographic orienta-
tion of sapphire  substrate  coated  with Fe-film and on  the  film
thickness. It  is  obvious from these  studies  that there  is  a cor-
relation between  the  crystallographic  orientation  of the  single
crystal substrate  and CNTs growth.  Although  several single
crystals such as  quartz and sapphire  with a specific  crystallo-
graphic orientation have  been  investigated  as a  substrate for
CNTs synthesis,4–7 polycrystalline  ceramics  with  a textured
microstructure have not been  used  in  CNTs growth studies to
the best  of our knowledge.  By  texturing  Fe-doped  Al2O3 ceram-
ics, one  can evaluate  effect  of  orientation  on CNTs growth and
hence benefit  from  the  orientation of  certain  crystallographic
planes on the substrate  surface  for  CNTs  growth. The  crystals
of a  polycrystalline material can  be oriented  at  certain  planes  by
a variety of techniques  such as hot  pressing  and sinter forging  of
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systems  containing  oriented  whisker-,  fibre-, or platelet-shaped
particles.8–10 Templated  Grain  Growth  (TGG)  is  another widely
utilized method  for the  production  of textured ceramics.11 In
TGG, a small  number of  large  anisometric  template particles
are aligned in a  fine powder  matrix  during  tape casting,  slip
casting, extrusion  or  uniaxial  pressing.  After  densification,  these
larger anisometric  grains grow  and  consume  the  matrix  grains  to
yield ceramics  with textured grains  and high degrees  of crystal-
lographic orientation.  Consequently, the  objective  of  this study
was to investigate  how  to  tailor  microstructure  in  Fe-doped
Al2O3 ceramics  via TGG method  in  order  to achieve  a con-
trolled degree of  texture by  controlling  the  amount of  Fe  and/or
sintering conditions,  and then  to investigate  the  possible  use  of
these ceramics  as substrates for  the  catalytic growth of  CNTs. It
was also aimed  to  evaluate  role  of crystallographic  orientation
of Fe-doped  a-Al2O3 crystals  on CNTs growth.

2. Experimental  procedure

2.1. Texture formation

1%, 2%, 5% and 10 cat.%  Fe-doped  Al2O3 powders
(Al2(1−x)Fe2xO3 (x  ≤  0.1)), later  used  as  matrix  material  for
textured substrate  fabrication,  were synthesized  by combustion
synthesis method  as described by Cordier  et  al.12 In  this  pro-
cess, the  required  proportion  of aluminum  nitrate  nonahydrate
(Al(NO3)3·9H2O, Merck,  extra  pure)  and  iron  nitrate  nonahy-
drate (Fe(NO3)3·9H2O, Merck,  GR for  analysis) were dissolved
in distilled water  in a Pyrex® beaker. A  mixture  of  citric  acid
and urea  (75% citric acid  and 25%  urea)  was used  as fuel,  in a
quantity equal  to  twice the stoichiometric  ratio.12 The  required
amount of citric acid  and  urea  were dissolved in distilled  water
and then  added  into the nitrate  solution. The  solution  was stirred
at 600  rpm  and ca.  120 ◦C  for 1 h.  The Pyrex® beaker  was then
placed in a preheated  furnace, at  550 ◦C, and kept  there for  at
least 20  min.  The  as-synthesized amorphous powder was sub-
jected to  two-stage  calcination  process:  it  was first  heated at
5 ◦C/min up  to  600 ◦C,  1.5  h  of dwell  time in order  to  remove
the residual  carbon  and then  at  15 ◦C/min  up to  1100 ◦C,  20 min
of dwell  time  to obtain the  a-phase. After  calcination,  the  pow-
ders were attrition  milled at  250 rpm  for  4  h in distilled water  by
using yttria-stabilized  ZrO2 balls,  3 mm  in  diameter.

Fe-doped  Al2O3 ceramic  substrates  were  prepared  by
tape casting.  The  matrix  consisted  of the a-Al2(1−x)Fe2xO3

powder  with a specific  surface  area  of  ∼33 m2/g.  5 vol%  a-
Al2O3 platelets  (Pyrofine Platelets,  Elf-Atochem,  Pierre-Benite,
France) of 20  ±  5  mm in  diameter  and 2.0 mm thickness were
added to  the  matrix as  templates.  CaO and SiO2 were  used  as
high temperature  glass formers  at  a ratio of  1.3:1  in an  amount of
0, 1 or  5 vol%  of the  matrix  powder.  Tape casting  slurry  consisted
of an azeotropic  mixture of  methylethylketone  (MEK,  66  vol%)
and ethanol  (EtOH,  34 vol%)  as solvent,  sodiumtripolyphos-
phate (STPP)  as  dispersant,  polyvinylbutyral  (PVB  Butvar  76)
as binder,  and  polyethylene glycol (PEG 3000,  Fluka, Steinheim,
Switzerland) and  dibutylphthalate  (DBP) as plasticizers.

A suspension  with  39  vol%  solids loading  was prepared
by dispersing  a-Al2(1−x)Fe2xO3 powder  in the azeotropic

mixture of  MEK and EtOH  with  8  vol% STPP  by ball milling  for
4 h  using  yittria-stabilized ZrO2 balls, 3 mm  in  diameter.  PEG
(11 vol%)  and DBP (4  vol%)  were added to the  suspension  and
again ball milled  for  2 h. Then,  PVB (23 vol%)  was added and the
suspension was  again ball milled  for  additional  15 h.  After  ball
milling, a-Al2O3 platelets  were added  to  the  slurry  and mixed
with a magnetic  stirrer for 2 h. The  prepared slurry  was tape
casted on a glass plate  at  a  blade  height of  400 mm at a  30 cm/s
casting speed. After  drying  at  ambient  conditions  for 30 min,  the
tape was  cut and laminated  at  45 MPa  and 70 ◦C  for  10 min. Lam-
inated tapes were heat  treated  for removing  organics  by heating
the samples  to  450 ◦C at  a rate  of 1 ◦C/min  and holding  them
at this temperature  for  2 h.  Unless  otherwise  noted, the  samples
were sintered  at  1600 ◦C  for 2 h in air  with heating and cooling
rates of  10 ◦C/min.  The  notation  for samples  is  xFeyLP, where
x is  the cationic  percent of Fe in the  a-Al2(1−x)Fe2xO3 pow-
der and y is the  volume  fraction  of liquid phase formers  (LP),
CaO +  SiO2, in  the  initial powder  mixture. The  volume  fraction
of a-Al2O3 platelets  (i.e.,  PL) was 5 vol%  for all samples unless
otherwise indicated.

Microstructure development of  sintered  samples was exam-
ined using  scanning electron  microscope  (SEM,  Zeiss  EVO 50).
The SEM analyses  were performed  on polished and thermally
etched cross-section surfaces.  The  dimensions and aspect ratios
of anisotropic  grains were  directly  measured  from  micrographs
(at least 24 measurements) and  averaged.  Crystallographic
texture development  in the  samples  was characterized  by an
X-ray diffractometer  (XRD, Rigaku  Rint 2200,  Tokyo,  Japan)
with CuKa1 radiation.  Texture fraction  of  the  samples  was
determined by  Lotgering  Factor,  which is  an X-ray based semi-
quantitative characterization  method.13

2.2.  Carbon  nanotube growth

The  sintered samples  were  then  placed  in alumina  boats  in the
middle of a CCVD  chamber  and  reduced in H2–CH4 gas  mix-
ture (82 mol% H2 as reducing gas and 18  mol%  CH4 as  carbon
source) at  1000 ◦C  with  a  heating and cooling  rate of 5◦/min.
No dwell  time was applied.1,14 After  CCVD,  the  samples were
characterized by field-emission-gun  scanning  electron  micro-
scope (FEG-SEM,  Jeol  JSM 6700F  at TEMSCAN,  Universite
Paul-Sabatier).

3. Results  and  discussion

3.1.  Texture  development

Texture development  was  investigated  as  a function  of Fe
content and liquid  phase  former  amount  by  keeping a-Al2O3

template  amount,  sintering  temperature  and time constant.  The
SEM micrographs  in  Fig.  1 show  the  effect of  Fe-content on
the microstructure  development  of 5 vol% template  (a-Al2O3)-
containing alumina  samples  solid-state  sintered  at 1600 ◦C  for
2 h.  No  texture  could  be achieved for  the  solid-state  sintered
Fe-doped Al2O3 samples  at that temperature, whatever their Fe
content. Neither matrix  nor  platelet grains  exhibited  significant
grain growth in  the  samples  with  low Fe  content (i.e.,  1Fe0LP



Fig. 1.  SEM micrographs of (a)  1Fe0LP, (b) 2Fe0LP, (c) 5Fe0LP and (d) 10Fe0LP samples sintered at 1600 ◦C for 2 h.

and  2Fe0LP)  due to  limited degree of  densification,  although  the
samples were  sintered at  a  relatively high temperature  (Fig. 1(a)
and (b)). This  retardation  in  densification  could  be attributed
to the negative effect  of platelets on the  packing  of the matrix
particles. Özer et  al.15 and Belmonte  et  al.16 investigated  the  sin-
tering behavior  of alumina  powder compacts  containing  alumina
platelet particles and showed  that a-Al2O3 platelet  particles hin-
dered densification.  Carisey  et al.17 also suggested that platelets
constrained densification  in  solid-state  sintered Al2O3.  While  1
and 2  cat.% Fe-doping  could  not suppress the  negative effect
of platelets on densification,  it was observed  that increasing
the Fe  content to  5 and  especially  to  10 cat.%  influenced  the
microstructure development  of  platelet-containing  alumina sig-
nificantly (Fig.  1(c)  and  (d)). In  5Fe0LP  sample,  matrix  grains
also grew  to  some  extent  besides the platelets,  leading  to  large
pores in the  microstructure  (Fig.  1(c)).  Increasing the  Fe  con-
tent further to  10 cat.%  (10Fe0LP)  resulted  in exaggerated  grain
growth, where it  is  not easy  to distinguish  whether  these  abnor-
mally and isotropically  grown  grains  formed  from  the  matrix
or from  the  platelets  (Fig. 1(d)). Both inside and  between  these
grains, a  high  amount  of large  pores were  formed.  It  is  obvi-
ous from  the  micrographs that certain  amount of Fe-doping  (i.e.,
≥5 cat.%) improves  the sintering behavior  of platelet-containing
Al2O3.  Calculations  based  on sintering equations  showed  that
the diffusion coefficients increase  with increasing  Fe content;
consequently, the sintering  rate of  Fe-doped  Al2O3 increases
with increasing  total Fe amount.18 It  was also  reported that

addition of  Fe2O3 into  Al2O3 over  a certain amount can  promote
anisotropic and  exaggerated grain  growth at high  temperatures
such as  1650 ◦C.19 This  arises from  reduction of  some  of  the Fe3+

to Fe2+ leading  to creation  of  oxygen  vacancies or  aluminum
interstitials which increase  grain boundary diffusion  and from
segregation  of a significant  amount  of  Fe2+ to  grain  boundaries
resulting in  an exaggerated grain  growth.19 At 1450–1500 ◦C
in air, iron  is primarily  in  the  trivalent  state,  and only  2% of
the total  Fe3+ is  reduced.20 The  solubility  of Fe2+ in Al2O3

is  0.7–1.9%  at 1450 ◦C.19,21 The  reduction of Fe3+ to  Fe2+

over  the  solubility limit  results  in  segregation  of free iron  oxide
at grain  boundaries forming  FeAl2O4 phase  and causes rapid
growth and uncontrolled microstructural  development.19,22 In
the present study, the increasing  grain growth  with  increasing
Fe3+ doping  could  be attributed to formation  of higher  amount
of Fe2+ due  to  reduction  of  Fe3+ cations.  For  the  samples  with
lower iron  content (e.g., 1 and 2 cat.%),  the  amount  of reduced
Fe3+ may not  be sufficient  to promote  enhanced  grain  growth.
For the 5Fe0LP  sample,  the amount  of Fe2+ formed  by the  reduc-
tion of Fe3+ is  higher than that of  the 1Fe0LP  and  2Fe0LP;
however the amount of  Fe2+ is  still below the  solubility  limit;
therefore, the enhanced  grain  growth  could  be explained  by the
mechanism based on the creation  of oxygen vacancies as sug-
gested by  Tartaj  and Messing.19 As the iron content  increases  to
10 cat.%,  higher amount of  Fe3+ is reduced (over  the solubility
limit) and this  may  cause  the  segregation  at grain boundaries
resulting to  an exaggerated  grain  growth.  However,  a textured



Fig. 2. SEM micrographs of (a) 1Fe1LP, (b) 2Fe1LP, (c) 5Fe1LP and (d) 10Fe1LP samples sintered at 1600 ◦C for 2 h.

microstructure  could  not be  achieved  for  the solid state sintered
Fe-doped Al2O3 samples  due to  uncontrolled  microstructure
development, although  the negative effect of  platelet particles
on densification  of  Al2O3 was suppressed by certain  amount of
Fe-doping.

Therefore, the samples were  also  liquid-phase sintered
with different liquid phase amounts  to be able  to  control  the
microstructure, based  on  the  information from  the  previous
studies where  it was shown  that liquid  phase  sintering reduces
constrained densification  caused  by the template particles  and
accelerates grain  growth23–25 and  where it  was reported that the
addition of CaO  and  SiO2 creates  favorable kinetic  conditions
for anisotropic  grain  growth  during sintering.24,26

Fig.  2(a)–(d)  show  the SEM  micrographs  of liquid phased
sintered 1Fe1LP,  2Fe1LP,  5Fe1LP  and 10Fe1LP  samples,
respectively. The liquid phase  regulated the  microstructure  and
promoted anisotropic  growth  of the  platelets in  the  Fe-doped
Al2O3 samples,  prominently  as from  5 cat.%  Fe doping.  The
degree of texture  increased  with  increasing Fe  content  at  the
presence of liquid  phase, due  to  existence of  the  strong influ-
ence of certain  amount  of Fe-doping  on the sintering  kinetics  of
alumina and  the  effect  of liquid phase  on anisotropic  growth  of
the template  particles  together  in the  system.  The  texture forma-
tion becomes  apparent  with the  5%  Fe doping (Fig.  2(c)) and
the 10Fe1LP system  shows the highest morphological  texture
among the other 1% LP  former containing  samples  (Fig. 2(d)).
The average  aspect  ratio  of the anisotropic grains in this sam-
ple is ∼4.1  with an  average  diameter  of 59  mm and thickness  of

14 mm. Besides  the  well  oriented  template  grains  along the  tape
casting direction, some  misoriented  templates are also  present
leading to  the  formation  of large  pores in  the microstructure.

Fig. 3  shows  the  effect of  5% LP  former  addition on the
texture development of 5  and 10%  Fe-doped  samples, which
were also  sintered  at 1600 ◦C  for 2 h. The  increased  liquid  phase
amount led  to more  faceted  template  grains with  a higher  average
aspect ratio  in these samples.26 The aspect  ratio of  10Fe5LP  sam-
ple was  ∼6.1. The  average  diameter of anisotropic  grains  in this
sample was 57  mm and the  average thickness  was 9 mm.  Besides
the aligned  grains in  the tape  casting direction,  some  coarse
matrix grains and  misaligned  anisotropic  grains  also remained.
These grains hindered  densification  and subsequently  the  radial
growth of aligned templates.  Consequently,  large  pores between
the template  grains were  formed,  preventing  to achieve  a higher
degree of  texture.  Seabaugh et al.26 reported that liquid phase
dramatically affects densification  and the  faceting  of  grains  and
degree of grain faceting increases  as  the  amount of liquid  phase
increases.

The XRD  analyses  of the  top surfaces  of 10Fe0LP, 10Fe1LP
and 10Fe5LP  samples  are shown  in  Fig.  4.  The XRD  patterns
revealed crystallographic  texture in the liquid  phase  containing
Fe-doped Al2O3 samples  in agreement  with  the morphological
texture, observed in SEM  images.  An increase  in the ratio of
basal plane peak  intensities (0 0 0 6)  and (0  0 0 1 2)  relative  to
the peak with  the  highest  intensity  in  the non-template  contain-
ing sample (1 1 2̄ 3)  was observed.  The  intensity ratios  of  the
(0 0 0 6)  to (1 1 2̄ 3)  peaks  were 0.05, 0.31, 1.59 and  0.81  for  the



Fig. 3. SEM micrographs of (a)  5Fe5LP and (b) 10Fe5LP samples sintered at 1600 ◦C for 2 h.

10%  Fe-doped  sample without  any  template  and liquid  phase for-
mers, 10Fe0LP,  10Fe1LP  and 10Fe5LP samples, respectively.
The highest  texture  fraction  revealed by  Lotgering  factor  calcu-
lations was  ca. 0.33  for  10Fe1LP  system.  The  texture degree  of
these Fe-doped Al2O3 ceramics could  be improved by control-
ling the  orientation  of platelet particles in  the  matrix  powder,
liquid phase  content, platelets  amount, rheology  of  tape cast-
ing slurry,  sintering  temperature  and  time.  However, the texture
level obtained  in this  study  was  sufficient  to investigate  how  a
textured ceramic  substrate  could affect  CNTs growth by CCVD.

3.2. Carbon nanotubes  growth  over  textured  Fedoped

Al2O3

Fig.  5 shows the schematic representation  of  texture develop-
ment in  Fe-doped  Al2O3 by  TGG and  the proposed CNTs growth
over this  textured  ceramic  substrate  by CCVD.  5 vol%  a-Al2O3

platelet  shaped  templates  were oriented  in  fine Fe-doped Al2O3

matrix  by tape casting  with  their  basal planes  parallel to the  sub-
strate surface.  By a  subsequent  heat treatment, these  templates
grew at the  expense of the  matrix. Since they  maintained their
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original  position  during  grain  growth,  the  substrate  surface  was
covered by the basal planes  of  the templates at the  end of TGG
process. The CNTs  growth  by CCVD was  performed  on this  top
basal plane  oriented  surface  of  the  substrate. According  to our
hypothesis, when the  textured substrate  is  subjected to CCVD,
homogeneously distributed substitutional Fe3+ cations  are first
reduced to metallic  Fe atoms and then coalesce  into  clusters
and later  catalytic nanoparticles  by  selective reduction.  We  now
investigate the CNTs growth by CCVD  over  these  substrates.

Fig. 6 shows the  SEM  micrographs of the top  surface of
CCVD-subjected 10Fe1LP  and 10Fe5LP  samples, which show

Fig. 5.  Schematic representation of textured Fe-doped Al2O3 production by
TGG method and CNTs growth over these ceramics by CCVD (I. Tape casting,
II.  Sintering, and  III. CCVD steps).



Fig. 6. SEM micrographs of 10Fe1LP (a, b) and 10Fe5LP (c, d) after CCVD process. (b) and (d) are higher magnification images of the corresponding samples.
White arrows indicate carbon nanotubes (CNTs) and carbon nanofibers (CNFs) in (b) and (d), respectively.

a  relatively  higher  degree of  texture  compared to others.  On
the contrary  of our  hypothesis,  these  substrates  led to small
amounts of  randomly  oriented  CNTs.  Fig.  6(a)  and (b)  show
a general view  of the  surface  morphology of  10Fe1LP sample
after CCVD and a higher magnification image of  this sam-
ple, showing  both  long and flexible  interconnected  filaments,
characteristic of bundles  of  few-wall  CNTs (indicated by white
arrows) and  the  absence of any  carbon nanofibre,  respectively.
This sample  presented  a bimodal  microstructure  with  relatively
small matrix grains  and much larger template  grains which
were grown by consuming  the  matrix  grains  forming  a quite
rough surface  topography  (Fig. 6(a)). This  surface roughness
could be responsible for  the small  amount  of  randomly ori-
ented CNTs  growth since  it  may  have affected  the density  and
size of the catalytic nanoparticles  (Fig. 6(b)). Suvaci  et  al.2,3

observed randomly  oriented  CNTs bundles  over  polycrystalline
Fe-doped Al2O3 ceramics.  The  authors  reported  that the CNTs
yield was relatively  low with respect  to  the  total  number  of
catalytic nanoparticles  and  they  suggested that the  variation
in catalytic  nanoparticle  size  on polycrystalline  substrates may
arise from the variation  of  cluster  formation kinetics  depending
on the  surface  morphology and  crystallographic  orientation  of
the grains.2,3 Cao  et al.27 reported  dense,  randomly  oriented
bamboo-like multi walled CNTs  with  different  outer  diam-
eters over  metallic  film-coated  rough  polycrystalline Al2O3,

where catalytic nanoparticles  with  varying  sizes and shapes
were formed since  each nanoparticle  was formed on  its unique
position. The  surface  of 10Fe5LP  looked  much  smoother than
that of  10Fe1LP, although it  could  be still  defined as  rough
(Fig. 6(c)).  This is most probably due to an increased liquid
phase amount  which promoted the  growth of  more  faceted tem-
plate grains.  Very few CNTs were  formed on this  substrate, while
a relatively higher  amount of  carbon  nanofibers  and  other non-
tubular carbonaceous species were observed,  especially  on  the
phase which comes from the liquid  phase and located  at grain
boundaries (Fig. 6(d)). It  should  be noted here  that some  non-
tubular carbon  forms like carbon  nanofibers  were also  observed
even in  the samples without  any  liquid  phase former addition.
This may  have arised  from  the  impurities (like SiO2)  in  the
platelets which  could have  formed  a  liquid phase  during  sinter-
ing. Another  reason  could  be the secondary  phase  segregated
at grain  boundaries.  Probably, a  high  amount  of Fe  species  in
the grain  boundary  phase  could have  caused  larger Fe nanopar-
ticles upon reduction  and thus  carbon nanofibers  instead of
CNTs.

Although oriented  CNTs could not  be grown  over  well  tex-
tured substrates,  some  interesting  results  were observed  during
this study. Fig.  7 shows the FEG-SEM  micrographs  of a  5 cat.%
Fe-doped Al2O3 sample,  containing  5 vol%  liquid  phase  for-
mers (CaO  and SiO2)  and 5 vol%  20 mm a-Al2O3 platelets,



Fig. 7. (a) FEG-SEM micrograph of the vertically aligned CNT growth over
basal planes of a-Al2O3 platelets in 5 cat.% Fe-doped Al2O3 sample with
5  vol% liquid phase former content sintered at 1400 ◦C for 2 h. (b, c)  Higher
magnification images of CNTs over a-Al2O3 platelets.

after CCVD.  The sample was  sintered  at  a  lower  temperature
(1400 ◦C) for 2  h. The SEM  micrograph  in Fig.  7(a) reveals
that a-Al2O3 platelets  were distributed  randomly  and  inhomo-
geneously in the matrix  and they  could  not grow  during  sintering,
while matrix  grains  grew to  some  extent. However,  interestingly,

short and very rigid  CNTs  were grown  perpendicularly  to  the
basal planes  of  these  a-Al2O3 platelets,  as shown in  Fig.  7(b)
and (c). These  are  probably  large  diameter  individual  multi-
wall CNTs  (MWNTs)  rather than  bundles  of  few-wall CNTs.
It was  also  observed that a high amount of  Fe nanoparticles,
only a small  part of which catalyzed  CNTs  growth, were formed
over the basal planes of the  platelets.  It is  proposed that some
Fe3+ cations diffused into  the platelets  during  sintering  and were
reduced into the  Fe0 during  CCVD preferentially  at  the  basal
planes of the platelets. Hongo et al.4 reported  that  SWNTs yield
depended on the crystallographic  orientation  of sapphire sub-
strate coated  with  Fe-film  and on  the film  thickness. The  authors
explained this  result  with different  diffusion  constants  of  Fe on
the sapphire  surfaces or  affinity between  Fe and the substrate
surface.4 In  contrast  to  the textured substrates,  the  surface  of
the a-Al2O3 platelets  is  quite smooth.  This obviously  supports
the fact  that  the  surface  roughness  of  the substrate  and crystal-
lographic orientation  of grains play  a  critical role on  the  size,
location and orientation of catalytic nanoparticles and subse-
quently on orientation  of CNTs.

These results  indicated  that  three kinds  of  carbon  filaments
(few-wall CNTs bundles,  individual  MWNTs  and CNFs)  were
grown over Fe-doped Al2O3 substrates  with  varying  degrees
of texture.  While rough  textured  substrate  surface  resulted  in
randomly oriented  long  and flexible CNTs  bundles, perpendicu-
larly oriented individual  MWNTs  were  observed over relatively
smooth single crystal a-Al2O3 platelet  surfaces  (basal planes)
in a  non-textured  Fe-doped  Al2O3 sample.  CNFs and  other
forms of  non-tubular  carbonaceous  forms were  observed  at
grain boundaries  where segregated  secondary  phase and the
liquid phase  located  and  affected  the catalytic Fe nanoparticle
size.

4. Conclusions

Fe-doped  Al2O3 ceramics  with  a  textured microstructure
were produced  by templated grain  growth method.  Fe-doping
into Al2O3 helped  sintering;  however,  exaggerated  grain growth
occurred at high  amount  of Fe addition (i.e.,  ∼10  cat.%)  at
1600 ◦C. Introducing  CaO-SiO2 as liquid phase formers  into  the
system enhanced  densification  and liquid-phase  sintering pro-
moted anisotropic grain  growth in  those  samples. The  degree
of texture increased  with the  Fe content  in  the presence  of
liquid phase.  1  vol% liquid  phase  former-added  10 cat.% Fe-
doped Al2O3 sample  showed  the  highest  degree of  texture,
while a  very limited template growth  occurred in 1  and  2  cat.%
Fe-doped samples.  The  Fe-doped  Al2O3 ceramics with  vary-
ing degrees of texture were  subjected to CCVD  and  three
kinds of  carbon  filaments  (few-wall  CNTs  bundles, individ-
ual MWNTs  and  CNFs)  were grown  over  these  substrates
depending on the  surface  roughness,  the size  of  the  catalyst
nanoparticles and the  grain boundary  phase. Well  textured
substrates led to randomly oriented  few amount  of CNTs
bundles. However, on a substrate  where no template  growth
occurred due  to  random  and inhomogeneous distribution  of
a-Al2O3 platelets  in the Fe-doped Al2O3 matrix  and insuffi-
cient sintering temperature, individual  MWNTs  were grown



perpendicular  to the  basal planes  of single  crystal  a-Al2O3

platelets.
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